Metal quick release couplings
IRM
With its metal body, this
though coupling is compliant
with heavy duty applications.



HARD-WEARING

The materials used permit to have a though product:
- Reinforced stainless steel body
- One-piece lock: stainless steel
- Streamlined valve and nitrile gasket
With this sturdiness, the metal quick release coupling withstands:
- Abrasion
- Impacts
- Crushing
- Vibrations
- Corrosion


IRM
Fluid compliant: compressed air

LEAKTIGHTNESS

This range is designed to provide excellent leaktightness, and each coupling is inspected individually.
This significantly cuts energy costs (long-term leaktightness).


PERFORMANCE

The design of metal quick release couplings actively enhances the efficiency of pneumatic facilities.
We can have one hand operation.
The mechanism is reliable and the couplings offer an excellent flow rate.
The push button concept offers intuitive and automatic connection and effortless instantaneous coupling (<100N).


COMPATIBILITY

Couplings are compatible with international profile connections described here below:

									IRM							



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

IRM 06

FLOW RATE AT 87 PSI
WITH ΔP = 8,7 PSI

OPERATING
PRESSURE

TEMPERATURE

WEIGHT
(8MM HOSE)

750 l/min

0 - 174 psi

5°F to +158°F

From 110 g

Regular metal quick release coupling - 1/4" Industrial Interchange

Hose stem coupler
Technical characteristics
Proﬁle : Industrial Interchange

ID Passage : 1/4" body size

Construction : Treated steel

Operating pressure : 0 to 174 psi

Technology : Push button

Temperature : +5°F to +158°F

Applications : Corrosive
atmospheres

Flow rate at 6 bar : 26 cfm (∆p =
8.70 psi)

Highlight : Anti-static
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1/4" Hose Barb
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3/8" Hose Barb

IRM 061810
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